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Product House Mate Shower Head Descaler Kit (Product Code HM20106-R) 

Type Thick descaling gel liquid supplied in kit form with gloves, cleaning bags and applicator brush.  

Intended Use Removal of limescale from shower heads, kettles, coffee machines and steam irons. 

Special Features Thick multi-use concentrated gel formula capable of cleaning up to 4 shower heads 

Preparation N/A 

Application 

SHOWER HEADS/OTHER REMOVABLE OBJECTS: Add 1 part descaler to 3 parts warm water 
to the cleaning bag, ensuring there will be enough solution to cover the object. Squeeze bag to 
mix descaler with water. Place object into cleaning bag ‘face down’ so mixture can enter object 
being descaled. Before sealing, flatten cleaning bag to remove excess air from bag, then close 
seal. Place bag on suitable surface, ensuring object is immersed. Leave for 4 hours or until 
fizzing stops, then remove from bag. Discard solution. Rinse the cleaned object and cleaning bag 
with water and dry. NON-REMOVABLE OBJECTS: Apply neat descaler using the applicator 
brush. Leave until fizzing stops. Rinse the cleaned object with water. KETTLES: Add 150ml of 
descaler to your kettle filled with warm water, two thirds full. Leave for 4 hours or until fizzing 
stops, then empty kettle. Refill with clean water, boil and flush out again before use. COFFEE 
MACHINES: Pour 150 ml of descaler and 600 ml of cold water into the reservoir. Switch machine 
on for one minute. Switch machine off and leave for 60 minutes. Boil through remainder of 
descaler solution. Boil through twice with clean water. STEAM IRONS: Refer to manufacturers 
cleaning instructions before descaling. Add 50 ml of descaler to water container of hand warm 
iron. Top up water container with warm water and set control to steam position. Gently shake iron 
over sink until solution starts to drain through the steam holes, allowing to drain for 30 minutes. 
Rinse with cold water and dry. 

Coats One treatment should be sufficient. 

Drying Time Refer to relevant section of Application. 

Re-coating Time As required. 

Application Temp. Ideally 15 – 25 degrees C. 

Coverage N/A 

Maintenance N/A 

Compatibility Always test on an inconspicuous area before use. 

Settlement Shake well before use. 

Shelf-life/Storage 
Store in a cool (20C) dry place, in full tightly closed packaging, protected from sunlight. Use within 
24 months of opening. 

Hazards 

WARNING. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. Harmful if swallowed. Harmful if inhaled. 
May cause serious eye irritation. In case of inadequate ventilation wear respiratory protection. If 
in contact; Wash with plenty of soap and water. If skin/eye irritation or rash occurs: Get immediate 
medical advice/attention. If inhaled: Do not induce vomiting. Call a POISON CENTRE or doctor if 
you feel unwell. Contains 1.5 – 4% AMONIUM FORMATE/FORMIC ACID 

Clean-Up Wash with cold water. 

Sizes 500ml of cleaning gel liquid supplied in kit form with 2 pairs of disposable impermeable gloves, 2 



cleaning bags and an applicator brush. 

  


